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Across

2. All the inhabitants of a particular 

town, area, or country

3. The objective analysis and evaluation 

of an issue in order to form a judgment

7. A mutual relationship or connection 

between two or more things

10. If two sets of scores relate inversely, 

one set going up as the other goes down

11. A symmetrical bell-shaped curve that 

describes the distrobution of many types of 

data

15. If two sets of scores, such as height 

and weight, tend to rise or fall together

18. The arithmetic average distrobution 

by adding the scores and dividing by the 

number of scores

19. A sample of subjects that is randomly 

selected from a group and is therefore 

assumed to be representative of that group

21. A supposition or proposed explanation 

made on the basis of limited evidence as a 

starting point for further investigation

Down

1. A graph in which the values of two 

variables are plotted along two axes, the 

pattern of the resulting points revealing 

any correlation present

4. The enduring behaviors, ideas, 

attitudes, and traditions shared by a group 

of people and transmitted from one 

generation to the nevt

5. A computed measure of how much 

scores vary around the mean scores

6. The middle score in a distrobution; 

half the scores are above it, and half are 

below it

8. A process or record of research in 

which detailed consideration is given to the 

development of a particular person, group, 

or situation over a period of time

9. The action of copying or reproducing 

something

12. A supposition or a system of ideas 

intended to explain something

13. A weak relationship and coeffiecent 

near zero

14. the inclination, after an event has 

occurred, to see the event as having been 

predictable, despite there having been 

little or no objective basis for predicting it.

16. Examine and record the area and 

features of so as to construct a map, plan, 

or description

17. The difference between the highest 

and lowest scores in distrobution

20. The most frequently occuring scores in 

distrobution


